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Abstract. The solution of the title problem is often approximated by the temperature

distribution in a flat plate due to an array of periodically placed heat sources, where the

curvature of the pipe is neglected. Here, using an asymptotic expansion in terms of the

thickness to radius ratio, linear corrections to the flat plate solution are obtained

explicitly. Results indicate that these corrections may be significant depending, of course,

on the above small parameter and the speed of the moving source.

Introduction. There are a number of important engineering problems in which the

temperature distributions due to heat sources moving with respect to the medium play a

significant role. In calculating the residual stresses in circumferential welds the effect of

the weld torch is often modeled as a moving heat source. Wells [1,2] used the solution

given in Carslaw and Jaegar [3] for a point source moving on top of a flat plate to study

residual stresses in butt-welded plates. This approach was extended to cylindrical pipes by

Vaidyanathan et al. [4,5] by conceptually flattening the cylinder into a plate and using an

array of sources marching on the plate. This way the periodic appearance of the source at

the starting point is taken into account. However, two other features of the original

problem are neglected. One of these is the effect of the curvature of the pipe and the other

is the fact that a circular pipe, unlike a plate, does not reach a steady state if there is no

heat loss from its surface. Our objective here is to obtain the effect of curvature of the pipe

and as in the previous studies [4,5], we neglect the transient effects. For this purpose, the

solution of the steady state heat conduction equation in moving coordinates applicable for

a circular, hollow cylinder is sought in the form of an asymptotic series with the cylinder

thickness to the outer radius ratio as a small parameter, e. Only linear terms in this

expansion are presented here. Although higher-order terms may be obtained using the

formulation given below, the complexity of the algebra makes it less rewarding as an

approach for the solution for thick cylinders.
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Numerical values of the flat plate solution as well as the linear curvature corrections are

computed. These results indicate that the corrected solution may be as large as (1 + 0.5e)

times the flat plate solution.

Problem formulation. In cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) the transient heat conduction

equation is given by

3 2T 1 dT 1 3 2T 3 2T 1 dT q .
—7  a ' 1  7 ^ 1 o7 + T — (1)3r2 r 3r r2 ^ fe2 k3t k

where T, q, k, and k represent the temperature, heat flux into the body, the diffusivity of

the body, and the conductivity, respectively. For the present problem, the domain is given

by a <r<b,0<8<2iT and -oo < z < oo. In order to render stationary a heat source

moving with speed V on the outer surface r = b in the plane z = 0, we set

6 = $ + Vt/b. (2)

The heat conduction equation in the moving coordinate system is given by

32T 1 3T 1 32T 32T V 37 q n
—7 ^ a ' i —7 ^ 7 + 7— aT + T — (2)
3r2 r 3r r2 ^ dz2 /yK k

where we have neglected the term dT/dt under the assumption of a steady state

temperature distribution in the moving frame of reference.

A given heat flux of strength q0 at r = b, <j> = 0 and 2 = 0 can be conveniently

represented by a source of strength 2 qQ using

q = 2q083{r - b,<t>, z), (4)

where the three-dimensional delta function at the boundary, r = b, satisfies the relation

rb rlnt /*°° 1 .
fff §3 rdr dcf> dx = —. (5)

Ja J0 J-oo 1

With the assumption that the thickness, h = b — a is small compared to the radius b, we

introduce the parameter,

e = h/b (6)

and the nondimensional quantities

£i = {r-b)/h, £2 = b<t>/h, £3 = z/h,

xP = ea^T, t = Tkh/q0, 8*3 = 83/h\ a = Vh/2tc. (7)

The differential equation (3) and the associated boundary conditions can be written as

Ip,n +(1 + e£,) 2ip,22 + ^'33 + e(! + ££i) V>i - = -25*3^"^,

*M=0; €x = 0; e2 +

ii —i

W->0; |£3|-» oo. (8)

With e being a small parameter, we introduce the expansion

tf, = iPo + expi + • ■ ■ (9)
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into equation (8) to obtain

(V2~a2)t0 = -28*32ea*i/2, (10)

(V2 — o:')\p1 = 2£1i//0,22 ~ ipo'i- (11)

The function ip0 represents the temperature distribution due to a moving source on a

flat plate of thickness h and 4>\ represents a correction to \p0 due to the curvature. Solution

of equation (10) is given in [3] using the transient solution for an infinite medium. We may

obtain the steady state solutions of equations (10) and (11) more directly using the

two-dimensional Fourier transformation with respect to |2 and £3. Defining the transfor-

mation

1 /-00 /•OO

= — / / ^(^^2^3)e-'^ + ̂ 3)^2^3, (12)
l-rt J.oo *—qq

equations (10) and (11) are written as

%"-X2% = ^5„1(l1); -l<t1<0, (13)

*i" - - %, (14)

where

A2 = a2 + r\\ + tj2, ( )' = ( )v (15)

Solutions of equations (13) and (14) are given by

-T- (> ■ w 1 CoshA(i + *i). nn
o i' ) — 277- A Sinh A ' (16)

M = j-W2%(0; A) + ~ )}*0(*i; A)

(17>

Inversion of Fourier transforms. The functions ^ are obtained from the integral

1 rOC /-OO

^=jr-i[^r] = — / / ¥(£ ; \)ei^2 + ̂ )dVldrl2. (18)
27r J-O0 — 00

Introducing the variables £, 17, <>, and through

£2 = £Cos <f>, ^2 = 7) Cos (f>1,

£3 = £Sin<J>, 17 3 = 7jSin^)1, (19)

the integral (18) can be rewritten as
/•OO

4> = ( J0Uv)^r(^; A)r/ ij, (20)
Jo

where J0 is the Bessel function of order zero. The parameter A in equation (16) is now

given by

a2 + t)2 . (21)
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The integral (20) is evaluated using contour integration. Introducing the relations

V = ±'L fi = (f2 - «2)1/2,

2 _ (22)
J0(±i^) = ± —K0(^) + Y0(±itf),

TTl

where Y"0 and K0 are the Bessel function and modified Bessel function of the second kind,

we obtain

+ - ± f"* in) dt. (23)
•'-100

By closing the contour using a semicircle on the right side of the imaginary axis, ip can

be written in terms of the residues R of the integrand, in the form

(24)

where are the poles of the function inside the integral sign.

The inversion procedure becomes more tractable if we introduce the relations

/i = *o(£; '>)» fi = -2t7^0(0; />),

A = -*o(£i; A = *o(£i;

/r =^--1[/.]; 4. (25)

We write equations (16) and (17) in the form

*o(£i; <>) =/i- (26)

'» = ̂ [A + €1/3 +(1 - tf)A' -A] + f A' - y/i, (27)

and their inverse Fourier transforms

*oUi) = *i, (28)

+ ^ ^ 1)F3 - (29)

From equation (23) we note that in order to find Fn we need the residues of the

functions,

... -1, ., Cos 11 Cos ju(l + £,)
».(«)/, -

{*'„(«>/, - ~^o(K)C°S^' + Sl>.
2w jnJSin /i

f*0(fo/4=(30)
2^ ju Sin ju

These functions have poles at

= V^a2 + «2772 , « = 0,1,... (31)
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Denoting the residues by we calculate

*i(£o) = -4^*0(^0), *ittj = --^(ttoJCos/i^,

R2^o) = -^-Q{iK^u-

Rl(Zn) = Ko(Kr,) +

*3Uo) = 8^U^o(^o) +

3 +(! + ^i)2

1 2^

«*0UU),

*„(&„)! Cosing,
fn «2772

j-Cl + ̂ la^Ufo)},

Ri(U = —y—iKoUL)CosniT^i,
2 77 ( A? 77 )

^(foH-TT^KUfo)
16^o

£2 la2 a2 , 4

t + w + t(1 + Ii)

-w J«+(l +li2)<

*4(U = - / .KoUUCosn-n^. (32)
277(«7r)

Using equations (24) and (28), first we obtain the well-known solution for a flat plate,

^ 00

*o = ^ L aHCo$nirZl3 (33)
n = 0

where

a0 = K0(K 0), an = 2K0(ttn). (34)

The function \f/1 is obtained using equation (29) in the form

1 00 -I 00

1//1 = — E ^Cosn^j + — 52 C,Sin/!*$!, (35)
/? = 0 w = 1

where

ft0 = ^0-^(^0),22 + 1^1^0,22[|-(1 +^l)2

= "*1*0 - f (€* o)>22 " 2 ̂ o,22 f ̂  l

K0
c„ = ^-2K021n ^ u,^

i-£,!+ i

(36)

with

(W),22 = ^0-^ijflf

f2£2 t2 _ t2

*0,22 = ^*0 - (37)

I £
Here, A"j represents the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order one.
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Results and discussion. In Fig. 1, a plot of \p0 and \px are shown when a = 0.25 on the

outer surface of the cylinder in the plane £3 = 0. As discussed in [4], a = 0.25 is a typical

value for welding operations. Since the solution \p0 for a flat plate has a logarithmic

singularity as £ -> 0, tp1 exhibits £~2 type singularity close to the source. From Fig. 1 it is

clear that the asymptotic solution presented here is not valid when £ < 0.3. Beyond this

range, depending on the value of e = h/b, i//1 may contribute significant corrections to the

value of ip0. This figure also shows when a is small, that is, when the speed of the source is

low, the effect of curvature is also low on the circumferential temperature distribution.

However, as shown in Fig. 2, the contribution of \pl in the axial direction remains

proportional to >p0, independent of a. The variations of \p0e~"^2 and ip^e~a^2 across the

thickness of the cylinder are shown in Fig. 3 for a = 0.25, £2 = 0 and £2 = 0.3 when

£3 = 0.3.
In computing the temperatures, it was found that over 15 terms are required in the

series representations (33) and (35) for adequate convergence. As noted earlier, to obtain

the temperature distribution due to a source moving around the cylinder, we have to

J I L_
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.

5,

Fig. 1. Circumferential distribution of temperature for different values of a.
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Fig. 2. Axial distribution of temperature for different values of a.

consider a series of sources placed on the line -oo < £2 < °o at intervals of lirb/h. Fig. 4

shows the nondimensional temperature distribution, r at the inner and outer surfaces of

the cylinder at £3 = 0 when a = 0.25 and e = 0.1. In this particular case, the temperature

rise is due to the source at £2 = 0. The contributions due to the sources at £2 = Ittti/e,

n = +1, ±2,... appear to be negligible. As shown in Table 1, when a is very small these

extra sources may have significant contributions to the primary distribution.

Table 1. Temperature t at ^ = 0, £3 = 0, when

a = 0.05, e = 0.1

£2 = 0.1 $2 = 1.0

0 2.197 0.473
-1 0.103 0.103

1 0.0002 0.00017
-2 0.074 0.074
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C,=0.3 , a=0.25
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Fig. 3. Radial distribution of temperature.

Fig. 4. Cumulative temperature on the surfaces of the cylinder due to a system of moving sources.
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